Abstract
events [6] and from a recent publication studying search behaviour [7] . Common 74 to all these methods is that they detect Omega turns if a feature or a combination 75 of features exceeds a user defined threshold. For example, [5] uses the midbody 76 bend as the defining property of Omega turns. Note that this is not an exhaustive 77 list of Omega turn detection algorithms. These particular algorithms have been 78 chosen because the code used for the original publication was readily available.
79

Consistency quantification
80
To summarise annotation consistency we report the precision (positive predictive 81 value) and sensitivity (also known as recall and true positive rate) [12] . Precision 82 is the ratio of true positive events to all events recognised, while sensitivity is 83 the proportion of true positives to all reference events. Mathematically they are 84 expressed as 85 P recision = T P T P + F P , Sensitivity = T P T P + F N , by the reference algorithm; and a false negative when it fails to select an event that was labelled by the reference algorithm. Precision and sensitivity are often 94 combined to a single number summary, the F-score, which is defined as:
The consistency between annotation algorithms is likely to be affected by pa- To select the 20 predetermined clips, the eigenshape annotator (ESA) was used [3] .
140
In brief ESA is an unsupervised behavioural annotator that produces a probabilis- For each Omega event the peak amplitude of these features were measured.
155
Across all events the z-score was calculated for each feature peak and the tight- 
where δ is a fixed step size (in tightness score), T n is the tightness of the clip shown at the n th step and R n is the n th response (R n = 1 is the answer is yes and 168 R n = 0 if the answer is no) and z is a small random variation to avoid repetitions.
169
In this process the sequence of clips has either increasing or decreasing T n until a 170 switch in the subject's response (from yes to no, or no to yes) for successive clips The consistency of four Omega turn detection algorithms was quantified. In Table   178 1 the precision, sensitivity and F-score of the methods are presented relative to The Omega detection threshold was also estimated for each algorithm using 187 the same methodology as for expert annotations (see Adaptive threshold finding).
188
The results are shown on Figure 2B , for this figure the original parameters from 189 the publications were used. Note that in agreement with Table 1 participants in total).
205
As described in the Methods ,the survey had two components: a set of prede-
206
termined clips and an adaptive threshold finding procedure. Figure 2A shows the 207 distribution of answers for the predetermined clips, which had been selected for is not a distinct behaviour, but rather a part of a spectrum of turning behaviours.
248
We have previously argued for this possibility based on the high proportion of 249 uncertain classification of behavioural events [3] . Others have also supported this 250 hypothesis based on the geometry of locomotion states [14] and based on the con- Our analysis of expert annotation has general implications for supervised ap-
271
proaches to behavioural analysis. The common element to these methods is that 272 they take an investigator labeled dataset and then an algorithm learns to repro-273 duce the expert annotation [1] . As a consequence, supervised methods can be only 274 as consistent as their training data. Therefore prior to using supervised methods
275
we would urge investigators to first examine the variability of expert opinion. . Panel B shows the head-tail distance. C illustrates worm bending that is measured using the supplementary angles to the bends formed along the skeleton. The bend angle (α) is the difference in tangent angles at each point; or, alternatively phrased, the supplementary angle (α) with respect to the angle formed by any three consecutive points (β). To detect Omega turns the midbody bend is calculated, which is the mean supplementary angle along the middle 1/3 of the worm's body (image and caption is taken from [5] ). Finally panel D introduces solidity, a measure of the overall concavity. It is defined as the ratio of the image (the worm's body in grey) and the area of the convex hull (shown in white). Table 1 : Consistency of Omega turn detection algorithms. The top of each column shows which algorithm was taken as reference and the rows correspond to the algorithm being compared to it. In each cell the P recision/Sensitivity/F − score are reported, for a description of these measures see the section Consistency quantification. The numbers in parentheses in each cell report the same statistics with thresholds tuned for optimal match, see the section Threshold tuning for further details.
